COMMENTS ON PATIENTS AND COMMENTS ON TESTS

Comments can be made for each patient and after completion of tests for additional information relating to test conditions, performance or any other relevant information that is required to be saved in the database. Comments can be entered both in the patient selection window and in the patient's result display.

Existing comments are displayed with a filled comment icon. "No comments entered" is displayed with an empty icon.

SELECT PATIENT
SELECT TEST RESULT

binaural Test Results

monaural Test Results

without comment

with comment

THE COMMENT ICON

For displaying or entering a new comment -> press the icon.
ENTER A COMMENT

- enter a free text comment
- add a predefined comment*
  * predefined comments are only provided in a tracking network.
- add a new comment
- stored comments
- predefined comment
- free text comment
- enter comment
- confirm and save
* COMMENT FOR UPDATING STATUS INFORMATION

If the instrument is additionally used in a tracking network, there is the option of adding additional status information to a patient or important information for the tracking center.

Here one can also enter comments, that will also be transmitted to the tracking center.
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